TURNKEY LIGHTING SERVICES

BE BRILLIANT WITH LED LIGHTING
We help our clients save money on their energy bills
by targeting a savings of 50-75% on lighting and
maintenance while improving your overall lighting
environment.
Whether your space is old or new, large or small, a
lighting upgrade can provide the most cost-effective
solution to high energy bills and low visibility. Superefficient LEDs improve safety and can last 50,000
hours or more—a marked upgrade from outdated
fluorescent or incandescent bulbs.
Energy expenses are among a organization's largest
controllable costs. With efficient LED lighting you
have the opportunity to rededicate resources back to
your business.

Super Efficient

LEDs use less energy, require less
maintenance, and last longer than
fluorescent lamps— and lower
wattage is just the beginning.

With turnkey installation, we take on all logistical
and operational elements of a project, freeing
you to tackle the next highest priority on your list.
Our solutions are scalable and technicians are
adaptable—servicing cozy multi-family living spaces
and acre-large warehouses.
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As much as 75% reduced lighting costs
Key rebate funding
Improved visual environment
Reduced maintenance
Turnkey installation

Visibly Different

It takes just one move to visibly
transform your space from yellow to
white. Research has demonstrated
this leads to increased productivity
and increased visual comfort.

Earth Conscious

LEDs emit less CO2 and are
mercury-free. By lasting years
longer than old fluorescent bulbs,
your maintenance costs and carbon
footprint are both getting smaller.

Clear Solutions for Energy Efficiency
AES COMMITMENT TO SERVICE
For over 15 years, American Energy Services
has been a trusted provider of single and multiproduct energy solutions. AES is dedicated to
delivering cost-effective energy solutions
and establishing long-term relationships with
commercial and public customers based on
exacting technical and ethical standards and
achieving measurable results.
At AES we believe in earning the respect and trust
of our clients, and after more than a decade of
providing clients with full turnkey solutions we still
hold fast to that foundational belief.
American Energy Services leverages a national
network of AES offices and certified partners
serving small businesses, Fortune 500 companies,
government agencies, healthcare facilities,
property management companies, and schools
and universities.
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An improved lighting environment refreshes any space, whether it’s multi-family, office, academic, or retail. Our technicians
are capable of installing best-in-class solutions.
To learn more, reach out to us by phone or online.
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ABOUT AES
American Energy Services is a trusted provider of energy solutions that helps small businesses
and Fortune 500 companies reduce their monthly energy bills, resulting in double-digit
percentage savings. This advance in reducing energy use allows our clients to rededicate
valuable resources back into their organization. The technology AES provides has led to our
partners being honored ENERGYSTAR® Partner of the Year.
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